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Welcome to our second edition of the EUROCONTROL Aviation Sustainability 

Briefing.

Having had the opportunity to speak at a number of aviation sustainability events 

in the past weeks, I can see that the appetite of our sector for news and exchanges 

on decarbonisation solutions such as sustainable aviation fuels or hydrogen 

technology is strong. We are at a moment in time that will prove to be a turning 

point for aviation as we gear up for the future together to truly transform the sector 

and move towards our joint goal of reaching carbon neutrality by 2050.

At EUROCONTROL we have asked ourselves “How can we make every flight 

as environmentally friendly as possible?” – not only focusing on reducing CO2 

emissions but equally taking into account the importance of reducing non-CO2 

emissions from aviation and noise. You can find our answers to this question in our 

new EUROCONTROL Think Paper “Flying the perfect green flight”. Already today a 

lot can be done to make flights greener at every stage of a journey and by every 

actor involved. We estimate that per flight up to 4,286 kg of CO2 emissions (25.8%) 

could be eliminated by 2030 compared to 2019. Better use of fuel-efficient air 

traffic management improvements could deliver 8.6%-11.2% of those reduced 

CO2 emissions per flight. And let’s not forget one of aviation’s greatest prospects: 

the progress our sector will be able to make as aircraft technologies in the form of 

hybrid, fully-electric and hydrogen airplanes advance in the coming decades.

I am excited about the developments to come and I invite you to read our stories 

about hydrogen technology, EUROCONTROL’s cooperation with DLR on contrail 

prevention and where we are with the two emission reduction instruments for 

aviation: the EU’s Emission Trading System and ICAO’s CORSIA.

Editor's
note

Think Paper: 
"Flying the perfect green flight"

"How can we make 
every flight as 
environmentally 
friendly as possible? 

Marylin Bastin
Head of Aviation Sustainability

EUROCONTROL 
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“creating a hydrogen 
infrastructure will be critical: 

no infrastructure means
no ZEROe aircraft."

Hydrogen-powered aircraft produce zero CO2  emissions and, 

depending on the technology used, can substantially reduce 

or even eliminate air pollutants such as nitrogen oxide, as well 

as helping prevent contrail formation. These environmental 

advantages are the most compelling reason why aviation 

sustainability experts are excited about hydrogen technology. 

The possibility of hydrogen-powered planes flying in Europe’s 

airspace gained momentum when Airbus announced in 

2020 that zero-emission commercial aircraft based on 

hydrogen could enter into service by 2035. But for that to 

happen, as Glenn Llewellyn, Airbus VP Zero Emission Aircraft 

underlined at EUROCONTROL’s recent webinar on hydrogen 

planes,  “creating a hydrogen infrastructure will be critical: 

no infrastructure means no ZEROe aircraft. We will need 

efforts from energy providers, airports and the entire aviation 

industry in order to make it possible to refuel our ZEROe 

aircraft at airports in the future.”  

Are
hydrogen-
powered 
aircraft the 
future of 
sustainable 
aviation?

Glenn Llewellyn
VP Zero Emission Aircraft Airbus



H2
Clear environmental
advantages of
hydrogen-powered planes 

First steps have been taken: Group ADP has teamed up with the 

aircraft manufacturer, Air France-KLM, and the Paris Region to 

build a unique ecosystem that will transform Parisian airports 

into ‘hydrogen hubs’. 

“We have launched a call 
for interest to put in place 
the relevant hydrogen 
infrastructure and create 
a sizeable market around 
Paris airports, which 
can start with the use 
of hydrogen for trucks, 
logistics, ground handling 
and more”,

said Amélie Lummaux, Sustainable Development and Public 

Affairs Director at GROUPE ADP – the company running Paris 

airports Charles de Gaulle, Orly and Le Bourget. 

The environmental advantages of hydrogen-powered aircraft 

certainly are a decisive element for this decision.

Hydrogen propulsion powered aircraft emit zero CO2 emissions, 

and demonstrate a 30-50% reduction in impacts from contrail 

and cirrus formation compared to kerosene aircraft, according to 

a study released by the Clean Sky 2 and Fuel Cells & Hydrogen 

2 Joint Undertakings. The study estimates that hydrogen 

combustion could reduce climate impact in flight by 50-75%, 

and with fuel-cell technology by 75-90%. 

Ron Van Manen of Clean Sky 2 Joint Undertaking believes that 

“the 2020s will be the ‘Decade of Hydrogen’. There is no viable 

path to a zero carbon or climate neutral aviation system that 

does not involve hydrogen: whether in liquid form as a true ‘zero 

carbon’ energy source, or as a key building block in the liquid 

fuels of the future.”

“In order to reach the goals 
of the European Green Deal, 
aviation will need radically 

different aircraft with 
disruptive technologies 

to enter the market by 
2035 at the latest.”

Amélie Lummaux
Sustainable Development and Public Affairs 

Director at GROUPE ADP 

Ron Van Manen
Head of Strategic Development,

Clean Sky Joint Undertaking



H2
Time is critical, he admits:  “The research and innovation effort 

must start today, and must include the development and 

demonstration of hydrogen-based options. This is an Apollo-

scale challenge, and getting a hydrogen-powered commercial 

airliner into service would truly represent a ‘man on the moon’ 

level accomplishment for Europe.” 

Policy-makers bet on 
hydrogen transport 
solutions
At present, hydrogen is almost entirely produced from natural 

gas or coal. The International Energy Agency reckons that its 

global production is responsible for annual CO₂ emissions 

equivalent to those of Indonesia and the United Kingdom 

combined. 

Yet, because of its clear environmental benefits when being 

used, hydrogen is an important part of the solution to meet 

the 2050 climate neutrality goal of the European Green Deal, 

which the European Commission underlined when it adopted 

its EU Hydrogen Strategy in 2020. The aim of the strategy is 

to decarbonise hydrogen production using mainly wind and 

solar energy and to expand its use in sectors where it can 

replace fossil fuels.  The Commission estimates that renewable 

hydrogen technologies should reach maturity and be deployed 

at large scale from 2030 onwards.

Frans Timmermans, Executive Vice-President 

for the Green Deal and Kadri Simson, EU Commissioner 

for Energy announce the Commission’s Hydrogen 

Strategy in July 2020

H2
What do we mean by

Hydrogen planes describe an aircraft which is either 

equipped with hydrogen-powered fuel cells or with 

hydrogen-based jet engines, or a hybrid of hydrogen 

turbines and fuel cells.

In the context of hydrogen planes synthetic fuels – 

or synfuels - also play an important role: while they 

belong to the group of sustainable aviation fuels, 

synfuels are not based on biomass, but their main 

source is electricity. This electricity is used to first 

produce hydrogen and to capture carbon, combining 

the two into a kerosene-like fuel. Synfuel can be used 

in current aircraft engines.

“hydrogen           
       plane” ?



Reducing the impact of
non-CO₂ climate impact:
EUROCONTROL MUAC and DLR 
partnering on contrail prevention
With two-thirds of aviation’s climate change impact believed 

to come from aircraft non-CO₂ emissions, contrail avoidance 

has a key role to play. Here, EUROCONTROL’s Maastricht Upper 

Area Control Centre (MUAC) is conducting ground-breaking 

live contrail prevention trials with DLR, the German Aerospace 

Center (DLR), in a bid to reduce aviation’s non-CO₂ climate 

impacts. This contrail prevention trial is the first of its kind in 

the world, and will investigate the operational feasibility of 

contrail prevention by ATC and measure its impact. 

The trial is assessing how to avoid warming persistent contrails 

with eco-efficient flight trajectories in live operations. MUAC is 

examining relatively minor operational measures such as small 

flight level changes, for example diverting aircraft 2,000 feet 

up or down from their normal flight path, to reduce persistent 

contrail formation and contrail cirrus. This requires creating 

a contrail prevention system, implementing operational 

procedures for contrail prevention, and the validation of the 

methodology with satellite image analysis by the project 

partner DLR.

DLR has been working for decades on climate change and has 

contributed significantly to the current state of science.  The 

findings of these trials will help to fight climate change in a 

very practical way, Prof. Sausen underlines: 

“While there have been many theoretical studies on how 

air traffic management could reduce the climate impact of 

aviation, the current joint MUAC-DLR experiment is the first 

one that tests the concept out on actual flights.”

"This demonstration will show which 
practical difficulties have to be 

overcome if we are to implement ATM 
procedures to reduce the climate 

impact of aviation, and whether 
today's meteorological tools are good 

enough at forecasting areas where 
persistent contrails tend to form, and 

which should be thus avoided.”

In the trial, DLR assesses the vertical distribution of contrails 

in the MUAC area, and then validates the contrail prediction 

model using a combination of flight data, sophisticated 

satellite image recognition and robust weather forecasts.

Professor Dr. Robert Sausen,
Head of Department,

Institute of Atmospheric Physics, DLR



But why exactly are 
contrails so harmful to 
the environment?

Condensation trails – so-called contrails – are formed by 

water, soot and cool air. When water vapour is ejected from 

the exhaust nozzle of an aircraft engine into sufficiently cold 

air, it condenses and freezes around soot and other particles 

in the air, creating tiny ice crystals. In certain atmospheric 

conditions, these ice crystals create layers of cirrus clouds, 

causing a ‘blanket’ effect which keeps warmer air trapped 

in the lower atmosphere. At night, this has a warming effect 

on the atmosphere. By avoiding ice-supersaturated regions 

(ISSRs) in the atmosphere, aircraft can reduce the likelihood of 

forming these persistent contrails. 

MUAC estimates that only a very small proportion of 

flights will be affected by contrail prevention clearances. 

Optimised air traffic management will keep deviations 

from the requested flight level to a minimum and strive for 

environmentally optimised flight profiles. There will be no 

horizontal re-routeing as part of the trial, and flights in their 

climb or descent phase within MUAC airspace will in general 

not be affected.

"The objective of the trial is to ensure 
that environmental benefits are 

maximised, whilst minimising the 
impact on aircraft operators in terms 

of fuel burn. Ensuring a positive 
environmental balance between 

reducing greenhouse radiation effects 
whilst potentially increasing CO2 

and other environmental pollutants 
is a key goal of the MUAC contrail 

prevention trial: an environmentally 
optimal flight profile.”

John Santurbano,
Director of EUROCONTROL MUAC



The next project milestone will be the presentation of the 

results of the statistical evaluation of the experiment. This will, 

Prof. Sausen explains, “answer the question whether we have 

been successful in avoiding areas where persistent contrails 

can form. The results of the present experiment will allow us 

to better plan a demonstration for a wider region, i.e. beyond 

the MUAC area.”

What else can be done to 
reduce the impact of
non-CO2 emissions?
Improvements in air traffic management that result in a 

reduction of fuel burn will also reduce non-CO₂ emissions. 

This, Prof. Sausen underlines, could be complemented by 

advances in fuel technology: “in the short term, a smaller 

fraction of aromatics in aviation fuels will help; this could 

be achieved by bio fuels or power to liquid. In about two 

decades the use of hydrogen could help, with respect to 

the NOx-related effects and probably also with respect 

to the radiative impact of contrails.” Bio fuels or so–called 

sustainable aviation fuels (SAF) are set to play a significant 

role to reduce the impact of non-CO₂ emissions as they do 

not require modifications to flight trajectories or airport 

infrastructure. They have the potential to improve air quality 

and reduce contrail cirrus impact on climate. For Prof. Sausen, 

SAF are essential – but more drastic measures also need to be 

considered: “Incentives that foster the reduction of all aviation 

climate impacts are vital, such as by including non-CO₂ effects 

in the EU Emissions Trading System, and by extending such a 

system to aviation globally in such a way that avoids distorting 

the aviation market.”

The trial will run until 31 December 2021. 



Jo Dardenne,
Aviation Manager at Transport & Environment 

The European Commission is currently assessing the best ways to implement CORSIA - 
the first-ever global scheme to address CO2 emissions from aviation - in EU law.  
We caught up with Jo Dardenne, Manager Aviation at Transport & Environment, 

to discuss the NGO’s views on the progress on CORSIA and EU’s Emission 
Trading Scheme (ETS) and their expectations.

Jo, could you tell us briefly about the work T&E is 
focusing on at the moment and your priorities?

T&E’s work at the moment is focused on preparing for the 

upcoming Green Deal package in June 2021, which is the 

biggest opportunity to date for Europe to effectively address 

aviation’s climate impact. This includes the ReFuelEU initiative 

aimed at deploying sustainable advanced fuels for aviation 

as well as revisions of the EU ETS and the Energy Taxation 

Directive, to finally apply adequate carbon pricing to the 

sector. We are also eager to ensure Europe implements swift 

mitigation measures to address the non-CO2 effects of aviation, 

as they represent two-thirds of the actual climate impact of the 

sector. If we get this package right, aviation will finally start to 

catch up in the decarbonisation race.

“If decarbonisation is truly placed 
at the centre of aviation’s recovery, 
the sector needs to accept that jets 

can no longer burn untaxed kerosene 
post-crisis and accept swiftly and 

widely deploying clean fuels, 
like synthetic fuels.”



The COVID-19 pandemic has significantly lowered air 

traffic and consequently emissions from aviation. How 

do you think it will influence the strategies for aviation 

decarbonisation, and what will be the impact on CORSIA 

and the EU ETS?

Indeed, COVID-19 groundings led emissions on flights within 

Europe to plummet 64% in 2020. But this temporary drop won’t 

have any long-lasting benefits for the climate if emissions grow 

back to the excessive levels observed before the crisis. With 

over €36 billion received by airlines from national governments, 

the sector owes it to European taxpayers to build back better, 

by accepting that international aviation emissions can no 

longer escape national climate targets and stop believing they 

are properly regulated by ineffective international offsetting 

schemes like CORSIA. A recent study commissioned by the 

European Commission showed that implementing CORSIA 

would lead to the biggest global increase in aviation CO2 

emissions, whereas reintegrating long-haul emissions in the EU 

ETS would have the largest environmental benefits and deliver 

positive impacts on employment and the economy. We have 

seen growing commitments from the sector to decarbonise, 

like Destination 2050, but the real test is to see how these plans 

translate into concrete policy to reduce emissions within the 

sector once proposals are on the table. To get to zero by 2050, 

we need effective measures today. If decarbonisation is truly 

placed at the centre of aviation’s recovery, the sector needs to 

accept that jets can no longer burn untaxed kerosene post-

crisis and accept swiftly and widely deploying clean fuels, like 

synthetic fuels.

What are your views on the progress achieved so far by 

CORSIA and the EU ETS?

When it comes to CORSIA, despite our previous involvement in 

trying to make it work, we see it increasingly as an ineffective 

and unwanted distraction from much more effective European 

measures. Studies have shown that CORSIA will never provide 

any financial incentives for airlines to reduce emissions. There 

will be an oversupply of less than 1€ carbon offsets which are 

even cheaper than using clean fuels and none of the offsetting 

programmes meet all of the required sustainability criteria. 

We consider the EU ETS as one of the most effective policy 

tools to lock in the emissions reductions seen during the 

pandemic, as it can set a clear decarbonisation pathway for 

aviation by actually putting a cap on aviation’s extra and intra- 

EU emissions and making 2019 the peak pollution year for 

airlines.

The Commission has said that CORSIA will not replace the 

EU’s ETS, but it will complement it. Another objective is 

to adjust the EU ETS to reach the 2030 greenhouse gas 

emission reduction target (55% compared to 1990). What 

are your expectations on this?

The whole principle of offsetting rooted in CORSIA is 

incompatible with the EU’s goals of climate neutrality by 2050, 

as aviation emissions can continue growing whereas Europe is 

targeting economy-wide emissions reductions of at least 55% 

by 2030. If the EU is to reach this target it needs to make the 

EU ETS bigger and better, by enlarging the scope to cover all 

flights as well as removing free allowances and setting a true 

cap on aviation emissions.

What can aviation actors, from airspace users to airports, 

to policy-makers and EUROCONTROL, do to make aviation 

more sustainable faster? 

All actors have a great role to play in decarbonising the 

sector, from airports deploying infrastructure for alternative 

fuels, to airspace managers improving flight efficiency, or 

aircraft manufacturers developing zero emissions planes, and 

airlines using increasing amounts of clean fuels. But this can 

only happen if both the industry and regulators do not miss 

the mark and accept policies that will help aviation recover 

sustainably. The faster the policies are implemented, the 

better it is for the aviation sector and the climate. 



CORSIA and the EU’s Emissions 
Trading System: how EUROCONTROL 

supports European aviation 
to foster sustainability

Using its unique data and expertise EUROCONTROL supports 

the aviation sector to ensure reporting accuracy for the two 

instruments designed to contribute to addressing the climate 

impact of aviation: the EU’s Emission Trading System (ETS) 

and ICAO’s Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for 

International Aviation - CORSIA for short. To date, 24 EEA States, 

Switzerland and the UK and more than 500 aircraft operators 

use the EUROCONTROL facilities.

The objective of the ETS is to drive down greenhouse gas 

emissions. It is a cap and trade system that gives airlines (and 

also companies from the energy sector or heavy industry) 

a financial incentive to reduce their emissions and to trade 

allowances thus saved. While ETS is limited to flights within 

EU countries, Iceland, Liechtenstein, and Norway, CORSIA is a 

global CO2 offsetting scheme aiming to achieve carbon neutral 

growth from 2021 onwards on a global scale. Aircraft operators 

will offset any growth in CO2 emissions above 2019 levels from 

flights between participating states by purchasing carbon 

credits from designated projects through emissions reduction 

projects. Up to now, 88 states representing 77% of international 

aviation activity have volunteered to take part in CORSIA.

In 2019, CORSIA covered 301 m tonnes of CO2 emissions and 

the EU’s Emission Trading System (ETS) 69m tonnes. More than 

67m of allowances for CO2 emissions were verified under the 

EU ETS, of which 32m correspond to free allowances for the 

airlines and 35m to allowances airlines had to acquire. The total 

cost of the CO2 acquired allowances incurred by airlines was 

estimated at €881m, which represents 9% of the cost of the 

corresponding fuel –one of the major cost factors for airlines.  

One year after the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, air traffic 

had so significantly decreased that CO2 emissions from flights 

declined by 57%. 

How to ensure reporting accuracy, with minimum 
administrative burden? 

Both the ETS and CORSIA rely on the declaration of CO2 

emissions that aircraft operators report annually to their 

administering state, after verification by an external 

independent auditor. EUROCONTROL has been contracted 

by the European Commission and by European States to 

operate a central function to support them and aircraft 

operators in implementing the EU ETS and CORSIA. Through 

these report and support facilities, aircraft operators 

receive EUROCONTROL independent flight and emission 

data to support the verification of their own reports prior 

to submission to their administering state. The accuracy of 

EUROCONTROL estimates is such that under the ETS airlines 

with emissions below 3,000 tonnes of CO2 per annum are even 

allowed to submit this data without verification, hence saving 

time and money.
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"Setting up an in-house system to report on 
ETS would have been practically impossible. 

The cooperative approach that was taken with 
the EUROCONTROL Support Facility allowed 

for a single system to be set up, based on 
the specifications agreed by all the users, 

with the cost being distributed between the 
participating entities. The resulting system 

provides very good value for money.”

Saviour Vassallo
Senior Environment Protection Officer at

the Malta Resources Authority

“Recognizing the EUROCONTROL Environment 
Team's capability to work with data (collection, 

control, survey, analysis), we expect to see 
them continuing to identify the needs of their 
clients but also the potential of the system so 
that it will remain a dynamic facility, for both 

ETS and CORSIA.”

Urs Ziegler
Head Environmental Affairs at the Federal 

Office of Civil Aviation Switzerland, 

ETS and CORSIA: how do they tackle climate change 
from aviation?

In 2019, 77% of the €14bn in revenues raised from auctioning 

allowances were earmarked for reinvestment in specified 

climate and energy-related purposes.  States are obliged to 

use at least half of auction revenues to reduce greenhouse 

gas emissions and mitigate climate change. In 2019, 5.5 

million aviation allowances were auctioned (i.e. 5.5 million 

tonnes CO2) compared with 3.4 million in the first six months 

of 2020. The cap of ETS decreases every year, ensuring that 

total emissions fall. Until the COVID-19 pandemic hit aviation 

in 2020, ICAO foresaw that the CORSIA baseline for calculation 

should be the average of 2019 and 2020 emissions. However, 

with the significant drop in air traffic, ICAO agreed to adjust 

the reference period using CO2 emissions from 2019 only for 

the period 2021 to 2023. As of 2021 airlines flying between 

participating states will thus offset any growth in CO2 

emissions above 2019 levels by purchasing carbon credits 

from designated projects through emissions reduction 

projects.

Next steps

2021 will yet again be a decisive year in Europe for the EU 

Emission Trading System (ETS) and ICAO’s CORSIA. Following 

Brexit, the UK has left the EU’s ETS and launched its own 

version. The European Commission is planning to come 

forward with a revision of the ETS directive by this summer to 

harmonise the ETS and CORSIA implementation mechanisms 

under the umbrella of the EU Green Deal, with the aim of 

achieving at least a 55% net reduction in greenhouse gas 

emissions by 2030.  
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Our latest EUROCONTROL Think Paper looks at every aspect of a flight before, during and immediately after, to identify the main 

opportunities to improve aviation sustainability at each stage, the challenges that need to be tackled to get closer to that ‘perfect 

green flight’, and what we can do – now and in the medium term – to make that happen. We estimate that European flight CO2 

emissions can be reduced by 25.8% by 2030. By 2050, hybrid, electric and hydrogen airplanes will enable aviation to achieve 

climate neutrality. The political will is there to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050, with the European ‘Green Deal’ showing the way 

forward: the challenge is to make every journey as environmentally friendly as possible and aim to fly the ‘perfect green flight’. 

Factoring environmental performance early into ATM concept evaluation is a must on the way towards more efficient and 

sustainable trajectories. EUROCONTROL has developed an Application Programming Interface (API) for its Research Network 

Strategic Tool (R-NEST) which is now able to estimate 25 different emissions from the fuel burn of flights. The API delivers a more 

detailed overview on the environmental footprint of new concepts of operations helping to assess sustainability gains through 

improved performance.  

Continuous climb and descent operations (CCOs and CDOs) are aircraft operating techniques facilitated by air traffic control (ATC). 

CCOs and CDOs allow aircraft to follow an optimal flight path which delivers major environmental and economic benefits, namely 

reduced fuel burn, emissions or noise without any adverse effect on safety. The brand-new e-learning course “Continuous descent 

operations refresher for pilots [ENV-CDO]” is now available. 

Latest news on 
EUROCONTROL’s 
work on sustainability

EUROCONTROL

Think Paper 
Flying the ‘perfect green flight’:
How can we make every journey as environmentally 
friendly as possible

Analysing emissions from 
fuel burn with R-Nest:
EUROCONTROL boosts its capability to assess 

the environmental footprint of flights 

Reducing fuel and emissions:
EUROCONTROL offers new training courses for 

flight crew to become better at carrying out
continuous descent operations



Aviation 
sustainability 
developments from
around the World
Ryanair commits to
12.5% SAF goal by 2030 
and launches SAF Centre with
Trinity College Dublin 

By 2030, Ryanair’s goal is to power 12.5% of its flights with sustainable aviation fuels.  This together with investment in new 

Boeing “Gamechanger” aircraft, will significantly reduce Ryanair’s CO2 and noise footprint over the next decade, the airline 

says. Ryanair also announced its partnership with Trinity College Dublin for the launch of the Ryanair Sustainable Aviation 

Research Centre. Ryanair’s €1.5m donation will be used by Trinity College to seed a multi-disciplinary research team to engage 

in best-in-class research around Sustainable Aviation Fuels, Zero Carbon Aircraft Propulsion Systems and Noise Mapping. 

The project is due to commence in summer 2021.

IAG to power 10% of 
its flights with 
sustainable aviation 
fuel by 2030

International Airlines Group (IAG) has committed to powering 10% of its flights with sustainable aviation fuel by 2030. The Group 

will purchase one million tonnes of sustainable jet fuel per year, enabling it to cut its annual emissions by two million tonnes by 

2030. This equates to removing one million cars from Europe’s roads each year, the Group stated. IAG also plans to extend its net 

zero commitment to its supply chain. The Group will be working with its suppliers to enable them to commit to achieving net zero 

emissions by 2050 for the products and services they provide to IAG.



DB Schenker and Lufthansa Cargo launch regular 
CO2-neutral freight connection 
from Europe to China 

After undertaking their first CO2-neutral freight flights from Frankfurt to Shanghai and back in November 2020, Lufthansa Cargo and 

logistics company DB Schenker have launched their regular carbon neutral cargo flight connection in April. The companies offer 

weekly flights between Frankfurt am Main and Shanghai Pudong on which fuel requirements are covered entirely by Sustainable 

Aviation Fuel (SAF), rendering air freight’s supply chain carbon neutral in combination with market-based-measures. According to 

information published by DB Schenker, the new connection will save around 174 metric tons of conventional kerosene each week. 

Airbus, DLR, Rolls Royce 
and Neste launch first 
in-flight 100% SAF
emissions study

Airbus, DLR, Rolls Royce and SAF producer Neste have 
teamed up to look into the effects of 100% SAF on 
aircraft emissions and performance. It is the first time 
such an in-flight study has taken place on a widebody 
commercial passenger aircraft. Findings from the 
study will support efforts currently underway at 
Airbus and Rolls-Royce to ensure the aviation sector 
is ready for the large-scale use of SAF as part of the 
wider initiative to decarbonise the industry.
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Rome airports at the top of the 
Airport Carbon Accreditation 
programme 

Airport Council International (ACI) has announced that Rome's Fiumicino and 

Ciampino airports have reached the highest level, Level 4+ 'Transition', of the Airport 

Carbon Accreditation (ACA) programme. They are the first in Europe to achieve such 

results. Among the actions that contribute to the reduction of the overall emissions of 

the various stakeholders operating at the airport, they plan to make SAF available to 

airlines by 2024. 
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